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- We "report on 400 GeV proton-emulsion nucleus reactions and coa
pare the results to hadron-nucleus reactions at smaller eneraies. 
In particUlar we present results on the emission of fast target 
protons (essentially grey track particles) and on their correla
tion with the number of collisions inside the nucleus. ~. vit~ 

the number of charged evaporated particles (essentially black" 
track particles) and with the n~~ber of pions produced (essenti
ally shower particles). We observe that the main features of 
the 200-400 GeV data are very similar. However, we find that 
the meanshowe~paTticlemultiplicity at 400 GeV is essentially 
higher than expected from the simple independent particle model 
prediction <ns > • <nch> [1 + 0.5 «v> - I}l. The shower partic
le multiplicities do not seem to fullow a target mass dependence 
of the form <ns > = <nch>Aa with a = 0.14 or a = 0.19 as has been 
suggested in the literature. The pseudo-rapidity distribution 
shows limiting target and projectile fragmentation. The shower 
particle multiplicity in the "central region" increases lineari
ly with <v> but faster than O.S <v> times the correspondina mul
tiplicity in pp-reactions. 

1. Introduction. 

Hadron-emulsion nucleus eh-Em) reaction studies have principally 

provided us with results on target fragmentation (multiplicities 

·of singly and multiply charged particles with ~ < 0.7. heavy 'track 

particles) and pion production (mUltiplicities and pseudo-rapidity 

distributions of singly charged particles with ~ > 0.7. shower 

particles). Only in a few investigations have results on the 

emission of grey-track particles (essantially protons in the 

energy range 30-400 MeV) been published [l~7]. In this investi

gation we have evaluated the main features of grey ~rack partic

les and the results are given in section 2. In section 3 we pre

se~t a summary' of the multiplicities "measured within this coilabo~ 
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2.� 

ration at 200, 300 and 400 GeV. 

Studies of grey particles are of special interest due to the 

fact that they are emitted during or shortly after the passage 

of the leading hadron. We therefore expect them to memorize 

part of the history of the reaction. 

A first attempt to evaluate grey track particle distributions 

has recently been published [5,7]. B. Andersson et al. [7] have 

developed a model for high-energy hadron-nucleus reactions which 

describes how the number of fast target protons, N measure theg, 
number of collisions inside the nucleus,~. This moder has been 

used in section 4 where we evaluate how the shower particle 

multiplicities depends on V(N ) . g

The limited space-time development of hadronic matter inside 

a hit nucleus is a probable explanation of the low pion multi

plicities in hadron-nucleus reactions and the weak energy de

pendence of the observables [8,9]. 

Most comparisons between theory and experimental findings have 

been concerned with the average multiplicities and only a few 

attempts have been made to disentangle the multiplicities with 

respect to the dependence on target mass and incident energy. 

The necessity of an evaluation of the multiplicities in diffe

rent fragmentation regions has recently been pointed out by 

B. Andersson et a1. [10]. Thus when we present shower particle 

rapidity distributions in section 5 we divide them into target 

and projectile fragmentation regions and a central region. 

The central region of pseudo-rapidity space is further studied 

in section 6. 

Results from p-A reactions at 400 GeV have been published in 
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two recent papers. Aggarwal et al. [11] studied the shower 

particle and heavy prong mUltiplicities in p-£m reactions. 

Fumuro et al. (12) used an emulsion chamber to obtain shower 

particle mUltiplicities in p-Al; p-Sn, p-Cu and p-W reactions. 

All the results presented in this paper have been obtained in 

stacks of Ilford KS, 600 ~m emulsions exposed horizontally to 

the FNAL 400 GeV proton beam. Further details of the experi

ment can be found in references [6] and [13]. 

2. Emission of charged target fragments.� 

The energy independent emission of singly and multiply charged� 

target fragments (heavy track particles) is exemplified in Fig. 1� 

where we have given the integral distribution of heavy track� 

particles. It is appropriate to divide the charged target frag�

ments into two groups, knock-on recoils (grey track particles)� 

and evaporation particles (black track particles).� 

gr!I_~!!~~_E!!~!£!~~ (Ng) are mainly protons in the energy range 

30-400 MeV. In p-Em reactions at 300-400 GeV they exhibit� 

a differential energy spectrum of the form� 

(1) 

. where N(B) is the number of protons per event and energy unit 

(MeV). y has the value 1.09 ~ 0.02 [6]. 

The angular distribution is close to the form 

1 do 
o d(cose) ~ exp(0.96 cose) (2) 

and stays constant in the energy range 2-400 GeV (Fig. 2). The 

forward peaked behaviour supports the assumption that grey par

ticles are knock-on recoils. 
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~!!£~_~!!£~_E!!~;£!~~ (Nb) are low energy singly and multiply 

charged fragments (p,d,t with E < 30 MeVln and 3He, 'He with .....- E ~ 300 MeV/n). They are emitted a long time after the passage 

of the incident hadron (..... 10_17 S) and they are mainly evapora

tion particles. Black track particles exhibit an almost iso

tropic angular distribution [6]. 

The dependence of the mean number of black tracks <Nb> on Hg 
is nonlinear and has the same behaviour throughout the energy 

range 6.2 GeV to 400 GeV. (Fig. 3). For N ~ 10 a saturation ofg 
the <Nb> - Ng correlation is reached. The correlation does not 

depend on the nature of the incident hadron i.e. only the num

ber of recoiling nucleons in the hit nucleus determines the ave

rage excitation energy of the residual target nucleus. 

The correlation is completely independent of the number of pro

duced pions i.e. the pions do not transfer any significant 

energy to the target nucleus. Even if the shower particle 

mUltiplicity increases from 2.8 (p-A at 6.2 GeV) to 16.8 

(p-A at 400 GeV) no change is observed in the mean black track 

and grey track mUltiplicities. 

It has often been suggested that the number of grey prong par

. ticles, N is a measure of the number of encounters, v, betweeng, 
the incident hadron and the target nucleons. This suggestion has 

been strongly supported by the results presented in two recently 

published papers where a relationship is obtained between the 

number of fast target protons (grey-prong producing particles) 

and the number of collisions of the impinging hadron inside the 

nucleus [5,7]. 

The Ng-distribution in p-A reactions, PA(Ng), according to the� 

model suggested by Andersson et al. [7], is� 
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where (3) 

and (4) 

<N > ( <N > -1 
X = ~ 1 +~) = 0.35 for CNO and 0.54 for AgBr.<v> <v> 

The probability ~A(v), that the incident hadron h collides v 

times in the nucleus A, is in our investigation taken from a 

Monte Carlo calculation with a Woods-Saxon nuclear density dist

ribution [21]. 

The dotted curve in Fig. 4, predicted from eq. (3), is close to 

the observed distributions. The small disagreement for N • 1g 
can be ,explained by contributions from pp-reactions. 

In chapters 4 and 6 we study the shower particle multiplicities 

as a function of v(Ng). The v(Ng)-values 

rV~h,A(V)~(Ng) 
v(Ng ) = v i A (5) 

r'll"h-A(v) Pv(Ng ) 
v ' 

have been estimated using eq. (4). 

4. Emission of shower particles.� 

In Fig. 5 we present the scaled mUltiplicity distribution in re�

actions at 67-400 GeV. The multiplicity values differ slightly� 

from the scaled distribution computed from the Slattery pp-dist�

ribution [22] summed over the different constituents of the tar

get (dashed curve in Fig. 5).� 

In Figs. 6-8 we exhibit some features of the correlations between� 

the shower particles and the heavy track particles in the range� 
<n > <n >s200-400 GeV. In Fig. 6 the mean value <R> = <nc~o.S • <n is 

s:p
plotted for different values of Nh, and in Fig. 7 we exhibit the 
correlation between <Nh> and R. <nc~ is the 
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mean charged particle multiplicity i~ pp-reaction$. 

<ns>p = - 0.5 is approximately the show~r particle multi <nch> 
plicity in a proton-nucleon collisiop [23]. Fig. 8 shows <ns>/D 

as a function of Nh• 

Prom Figs. 5-8 we conclude that the mean features of the 200, 300 

and 400 GeV data are very similar. In particular the close cor

relation between shower particles and target nucleus fragmenta

tion is noticeable. The constancy of <Nh> for values of R < 1 

and the increase of <Nh> for R > I is obvious. <ns>/D increa

ses with Nh, a feature which is expected from the independent 

particle model. 

It is appropriate to disentangle the total shower particle mul

tiplicity <ns> into contributions from different processes and 

different targets. For p-Em reactions we obtain: 

k <ns> c <ns>H • 0.04 + <ns>CNO • 0.25 + <ns>AgBr • 0.71 

k is a correction for coherently produced shower particles. 

<ns>H • <nch> - 0.5 is the shower particle multiplicity in 

proton-proton reactions [23] , <ns>cpo and <ns>AgBr are the 

multiplicit~es in incoherent reactions in CNO and AgBr, respec

'tively. The incoherent shower particle multiplicities in CNO 

and AgBr is then given by the equation: 

<ns>i • 0.26 <ns>CNO + 0.74 <ns>AgBr [k<ns > - 0.04<ns>H l 1~04c 

A k value equal to 1.03 has been used in the range 200-400 GeV 

[2,14,15l. At energies < 70 GeV we have not considered any co

herent production and have therefore k • 1. 

We shall here co~pare our measured mUltiplicities to the indepen

dent particle model prediction 

<n >. • <no> + <n~
I 

<v> (6)s 1 
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<no> is the "leading particle multiplicity" and <n1> is inter

preted as the average number of particles produced in each of 

the collisions inside the nucleus. <v> is the number of encoun

ters between the incident hadron and the target nucleons. 

It has been suggested in the literature [23,24] that the shower 

particle mUltiplicity should be given by the equation 

<nch> 
<n >.. 2 (1 + <v», (7) . s 1 

where the number of collisions <v> is defined by the equation 

(8) 

Ghp and ahA are the inelastic cross sections for hadron-proton 

and'hadron-nucleus interactions, respectively. 

This model thus predicts <no> = <nl> = i <nch> in eq. (6). 

To compare the predictions from eq. (7) with our experimental 

findings we show in Fig. 9 the energy dependence of 

(9) 

(i.e~ the number of shower particles which on the average are 

'produced in the collisions inside the nucleus, if we assume that 
<n > 

the "leading particle multiplicity" is zCh). 

The close agreement between p-Em and n-Em data in Fig. 9 shows 

that <nl> is independent of the nature of the incident hadron. 

The solid curve shows <n1> = ~ <nch>. In the range 100-200 GeV 

this formula gives approximately the experimentally measured - mUltiplicities. However, for both higher and lower energies the 

discrepancy is considerable. 
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In table I we compare experimental multiplicities in the energy 

range 6-400 GeV with the theoretical predictions <nCh>[1+1«v>-1)], 
<nCh>eA·14 and 19 and we conclude that the multiplicity<nch>·A·
 
at 400 GeV is not in agreement with any of the models.
 

The dependence of the shower particle multiplicity on N isg
 
shown in Fig. 10. A linear behaviour is observed for small
 

values of N • However, already for Ng-values around 5, devia
g

tions occur. A linear dependence is obtained when <ns > is
 

plotted as a function of the quantity v(Ng) defined by eq. (5)
 

(Fig. 11). The emulsion results follow the equation
 

<n > • (3.1 ± 0.8) + (5.5 ± 0.2) v(N ) (10)s g


For v-I equation (10) gives <n > = 8.6 ± 0.6, which is close
s
 
to the value <nch> = 8.99 ± 0.14 from pp-reactions [27].
 

<n 5.5 ± 0.2 is larger than 21 <nch> and close to the multi 
1>

plicity value at 400 GeV shown in Fig. 9. 

Fumuro et ale [12] have measured multiplicities in proton 

reactions with AI, eu, Sn and W at 400 GeV using an emulsion 

chamber in which metallic foils of AI, e~, Sn and Wwere sand

wiched in nuclear emulsion. The target nucleus fragmentation 

was not observed in the emulsion chamber experiment and there

fore, for comparison with our results the v-values have been 

averaged over the whole nucleus, i.e. vA = L~A(v).v. The mul

tiplicities in p-Al, p-eu, p-Sn and p-W reactions are very 

close to the mUltiplicities given by cq. (10) for v(Ng) • vA 
(c.f. Fig. 11). This consistency among the observation in dif


ferent kinds of experiments strongly supports the assumption
 

that the quantity v(N ) actually is a measure of the number of
g
-collisions between the incident hadron and the target nucleons. 
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s. Pseudo-rapidity distributions.
 

The total inclusive shower-particle spectrum in pseudo-rapidity
 

-
 is shown in Fig. 12 for different energies. The most striking 

feature observed here is the energy independence for small 

(n<l) pseudo-rapidity values.,.. 

The energy independence Qf the shower particle multiplicities 

in the projectile fragmentation region is shown in Fig. 13. The 

rapidity variable, n ', used in Fig. 13. 

n' • n - In (;;) (11) 

is an approximation to the projectile rest frame pseudo-rapidity. 

s is the square of the centre of mass energy and m is the nucleon 

mass. The independen~e is observed in the range n' ~ -2. 

In Fig. 14 the distributions in the variable: 

" 15<11J.> 
n • n In 2m<pJ.> (12) 

are exhibited. <PJ.> is the transverse mass ~J. • Ip 2J. + mlw. 

The variable n " is an approximation to the eMS-rapidity. 

Apart from the two fragmentation regions there is a central part 

in the shower particle spectra. In ref. [10] the central region 

of pseudo-rapidity space was defined as 

1 < n ~ In(~) - 2 (13) 
m 

This was obtained by subtracting the energy independent target 

and proj ectile fragmentat.ion parts. It can be seen from Fig. 13 

that the total inclusive distribution rises with energy in this- region. 

It is of evident interest to consider the relationship between 
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shower particle multiplicities in the central region and the 

amount of nuclear matter passed by the incident hadron (Nh is 

a measure of this). Fig. IS shows that the multiplicity den

sity 

ns(central region)
• All 

(14) 

depends linearily on Nh and is energy independent in the range 

200-400 GeV. 

The shower particle multiplicity can then be evaluated in three 

different parts: 

ns(A,E) • n~(target fragmentation) + n~(Central region) + 

+ n;Cprojectile fragmentation) 

= n;(A) + n~(A,E) + n; (IS) 

The multiplicity in the central region, n~, depends on energy, 

while the target and projectile fragmentation multiplicities, 

n~ and n;, are energy independent. The multiplicities in the 

central region and the target fragmentation region are further

more mass-dependent. A small decrease with increasing amount 

of traversed nuclear matter is observed in the very forward di

·rection (i.e. for high rapidity values) [28] but this effect 

has been neglected here. 

It has been pointed out in ref. [10] that the contribution from 

the fragmentation regions is so large at present energies that 

the energy independent features of the central region would be 

difficult to disentangle without a subtraction of this multipli 

city. 

It is therefore appropriate to study the energy dependent part 
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of the multiplicities by estimating ratios like: 

(16) 

r is a quanti ty where the energy independent contributions from 

the fragmentation regions have been subtracted, and corresponds 

roughly to the ratio of the central multiplicities in p-Em and 

pp-reactions. 

Fig. 16 shows that r(E,200) is essentially energy independent 

for proton-emulsion nucleus collisions. 

6.	 The height of the central plateau in p-A reactions. 

<nC(A,E» 
The ratio r'(v,E) = C measures essentially the ratio 

<nch(H,E» 

of the central plateau in h-A reactions to that in pp-reactions. 

n~(A,E) and n~h(H,E) are the multiplicities in the central region 

in p-A and p-~ reactions respectively. The width of the rapidity ~e in 

the central region, An, is, according to our partition above, 

3	 (17)An = In (:2) 
r' as a function of V(N ) is shown in Fig. 17 for p-Em reactionsg
at 400 GeV. The results exhibit a linear behaviour. Thus the 

multiplicity in the central region in p-A reactions at 400 GeV 

increases as 

<n; (Ern,E,v» = <n~h(H,E» (a+b(v-l)) 

with the values a = 1.07 ± 0.11 and b = 0.83 ± 0.04. 

<n~> is the only energy dependent part of the multiplicity. -
Other mUltiplicity variables i.e. R or R are of minor imporeq 
tance for studies of the energy dependence of shower particle 
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multiplicities, because they include the energy independent
 

multiplicities from the projectile and target fragmentation
 

regions.
 

Conclusions.
 

We observe that the main features of the 200-400 GeV data are
 

very similar. In particular we conclude that:
 

i) The angular distribution of recoiling protons (grey track
 

particles, Ng) is independent of energy and the identity 

of the impinging hadron. 

ii) The correlation between <Nb> and Ng is independent of 

energy and the identity of the incident hadron. 

iii)	 The scaled shower particle distributions differ slightly 

from the scaled distribution" computed from the pp-distri 

bution and summed over the target constituents. 

iv)	 The incoherent shower particle multiplicity,· <ns>i' is 

larger than <nch>(O.S+O.S<v» and <nch>Ao.14 at 400 GeV. 

v)	 The average number of shower particles produced in each of 

the collisions inside the nucleus, <nl>,seems to be inde

pendent of the nature of the incident hadron. 

Vi)	 VCNg) provides a measure of the number of collisions inside 

the nucleus. 

Vii)	 It is of evident necessity to divide the rapidity space 

into three regions, the target fragmentation region, the 

central region and the projectile fragmentation region. 

The central region contains all the energy dependence. The 

target fragmentation depends only on the target mass while 

the projectile fragmentation region is essentially mass 

independent. 
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Table 1. Shower particle multiplicities at different energies. 

Ref. <n	 <n >A· 14 <n >A·19 
s> <nch>£l+!«V>-l)] ch	 ch 

6.2	 GeV [1 ] 2.80 :t 0.04 5.2 5.2 6.4
 
-


22.5 GeV [1 ] 5.61 :t 0.11 7.3	 7.4 9.1 

67 GeV [20) 9.3 :t 0.2 10.2 10.3 12.6
 

200 GeV [14 ] 13.2 :t 0.2 13.5 13.6 16.7
 

-
300 GeV [ 15] 15.1 :t: 0.2 15.0 15.0 18.5
 

This
400 .GeV	 16.8 :t: 0.4 15.8 15.9 19.6work 

...... 
• 
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Filure captions. 

Fia. 1.� The integral mUltiplicity distributions of heavy track 

producing particles. The line is fitted to 200 GeV 

data for Nh ~ 8. The data are from the fol1owina re

ferences: 200 GeV [2,4,14], 300 GeV [15] and 400 GeV 

[this work]. 

Pig. 2.� The angular distribution of grey track producing par

ticles (2.26 GeV [16], 6.2 GeV (1], 9 GeV [17], 

19.5 GeV� [16], 19.8 GeV [18], 22.5 CeV [I) 300~400 GeV 

[6] and 60 GeV (n-A) (16]). 

Fia. 3.� The mean number of black track producing particles as 

a function of the number of grey track particles 

(6.2 GeV (1], 22.5 GeV [1],67 GeV [19],200 GeV (p-A)[2] , , 

-� 400 GeV [this work] and 200-GeV (w-A)[19]). 

Fig. 4.� The grey particle multiplicity distribution at diffe

rent energies, compared to predictions from eq. (3) 

(dashed line), 22.5 GeV [1], 200 GeV [4] and 400 GeV 

[this work]. 

Fig. S.� Scaled shower-particle distributions (67 GeV [19]. 

200 GeV [4,14], 300 GeV [15) and 400 GeV [this work]. 

The dashed curve is the scaled di'stribution computed 

from the Slattery curve (22] by using the experimental 

values obtained for <DS> for collisions with hydrogen, 

light nuclei (eNO) and heavy nuclei (AgBr) of emulsion. 

Fia. 6. The mean normalized shower particle mUltiplicity as- a function of the number of heavy track particles. 

(200 GeV [2,4,14], 300 GeV [15] and 400 GeV [this work]). 
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Fig. 7. The mean number of heavy track particles as a function 

of the normalized multiplicity (200 GeV [2,4,13]), 

300 GeV [13] and 400 GeV [this work]). 

Fig. 8. <ns>/D as a 

and 400 GeV 

function of Nh (200 GeV 

[this work]). 

[14], 300 GeV [13] 

Fig. 9. <nl>· «ns>i - 0.5<nch» <v>-l as a function of energy 

The curve corresponds to <n1> • j <nch>' The data are 

from references [1,11,14,15,19,20,25 and 26]. 

Fig. 10. The mean number of shower-particles 

the number of grey track-particles. 

as a function of 

Fig. 11. The mean number of shower particles as a function of 

V(Ng) defined by eq. (5). The multiplicity in pp-re

actions is from ref. [27] and the multiplicities in 

p-Al, p-Cu, p-Sn and p-W from ref. [12]. 

Fig. 12. The total inclusive shower-particle pseudo-rapidity 

distribution in the target nucleus rest frame. 

Fig. 13. The total inclusive shower-particle distribution in 

the projectile rest frame. 

Fig. 14. The total inclusive shower-particle distribution in 

the approximative nucleon-nucleon CMS. 

Fig. IS. The density of shower-particles in the central region 

as a function of Nh• 

Fig. 16. r (EI,200) • «Ds(El » - <ns(200») «nch(E1» 

<nch(200»)-1 as a function of the incident proton 

energy. 
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20. 

Fig. 17. r'(v,400) = «n;»«n~h»l as a function of v(Ng) 

obtained from p-Em reactions at 400 GeV. 
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